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Abstract: In recent year, in many applications like radio frequency identification (RFID) networks
and location-based services (LBS), it is highly demanded to address the uncertainty of the objects.
For effective indexing of such uncertain one dimensional objects MV-Tree, US+ Tree [2] structure
can be used which helps in effectively searching of them. These structures are used for Range Query,
Nearest Neighbor Query. But these structures are not used if uncertain objects are in
multidimensional structure. More focus is on indexing multidimensional uncertain objects for
effective and efficient searching. So for this using a novel indexing structure, named U-Quadtree
[1], for efficient processing of uncertain object in multidimensional space novel indexing through UQuadtree is prepared. In this a cost model which carefully considers various factors that may impact
the performance. An effective and efficient index construction algorithm is proposed to build the
optimal U-Quadtree regarding the cost model. U-Quadtree can also efficiently support other types of
queries such as uncertain range query and nearest neighbor query.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent year due to fast growth in the technology, computer plays an important
role in every business. In much business, data plays an important role for further enhancement of the
business. As number of years passes by, data goes on increasing in size. To store this large data
many advanced techniques been developed. The required data can be collected personally or
appointing agency/person or through any sensing device which indicates there are multiple ways of
collecting the data. In many application data can be collected by sensing devices / radio frequency
devices. Due to error in sensing device, due to poor quality of sensing data, due to overlap of region
of sensing device, data collected contain error or partially incomplete which is called as uncertain in
nature. It might be possible that data get error or lost in transmission system. This has created a need
for uncertain data management system or applications [12]. Uncertain data is ubiquitous in many real
world applications, such as environment monitoring, transportation system, sensor network, market
analysis, medical diagnosis etc. These all application generates data at an alarming rate [5]. In the
era of explosive growth of information, how we store the massive data, and we access the
information is most important part for user / application. We can use any data base management
system to store the data. But the main problem is not to store the data but to effectively fast retrieval
of the data which can be achieved partially by using fast storage device. As database grows query
takes more time for execution. One of the most effective and ubiquitous tool for reducing query
execution time in traditional database system is indexing. Virtually all database systems support
variety of index structures like B-Tree, hash indexing, R-Trees [2]. Each index structure can be used
for certain types of data and query types. For uncertain data we have to design effective indexing
structure for storing and retrieving of the data.
There are many types of queries which we can execute on uncertain data like point
query, range query, top-k query and probabilistic nearest neighbors query. In many applications like
location based services (LBS), global position system (GPS), sensor data analysis range searching
problem is fundamental problem. For effective and accurate search new index technique is used
called U-Quadtree. This index structure is based on the quadtree because it is flexible data structure
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in the sense that can adaptively build summaries of the objects so that overall cost of the range
searching can be minimized regarding the cost model using U-Quadtree [1]. This index structure will
help to effectively use of range query and nearest neighbor search on uncertain objects.
II. NEED FOR INDEXING
Radio frequency identification (RFID) networks or sensor networks are widely used
in many places/ applications. The range searching problem is fundamental in these types of
applications. In many location based system the objects and their current location can be obtained by
sensor devices or some type of readers. There are many factors like low cost readers or some nearby
metal object can predict uncertain region of the object which might give the wrong result when
queried. Exiting work follow the filtering and verification paradigm which evolves filtering cost in
terms of I/O or CPU cost. Considering this cost an effective index structure must be used for
effectively indexing the objects in the database to get fast and accurate response for range query for
uncertain objects. This indexing must be in such a way that range query and nearest neighbor query
must work effectively and accurately [1].
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1: System Architecture

A Quadtree is a tree data structure in which each internal node has exactly four
children. Quadtree are most often used to partition a two-dimensional space by recursively
subdividing it into four quadrants or regions. The regions may be square or rectangular, or may have
arbitrary shapes. A novel index structure, called U-Quadtree, can be used to effectively organize the
multidimensional uncertain objects with arbitrary PDFs. Designing a cost model to quantitatively
analyze the performance of the range search, followed by efficient optimal U-Quadtree construction
algorithm.
U-Quadtree can also support uncertain range search where the range search region is
uncertain as well as the k nearest neighbor search on uncertain objects. Comprehensive experiments
demonstrate the efficiency of the U-Quadtree technique. U-Quadtree can also efficiently support
other types of queries such as uncertain range query and nearest neighbor query.
The empirical study shows that existing index techniques can significantly improve
the performance of the range search. Nevertheless, the “equality strategy” is employed in the existing
techniques; that is, the same amount of resources in terms of this cannot address the problem of
“equality strategy” since all objects still have the same summary size. Moreover, it is nontrivial to
adapt the existing indexing techniques to the biased resource allocation strategy for uncertain
objects[1]. Therefore, it is desirable to develop new indexing technique for uncertain objects such
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that the summaries of the objects can be constructed in a flexible way. Intuitively, the more resources
(i.e., larger summary size in terms of space usage) assigned to the summary of an uncertain object U,
the tighter the lower and upper appearance probability bounds of U and hence the lower expected
verification cost of U[2]. On the other hand, the filtering cost, which is usually dominated by the
index I/O delay, increases with the storage overhead of the summaries. Therefore, the key of the
index construction is to find a good tradeoff between filtering cost and verification cost such that the
overall cost is minimized.
Quad Tree
A quad tree is a space partitioning tree data structure in which a d-dimensional space
is recursively subdivided into 2d regions (cells). Due to its simplicity and regularity, the quad tree
technique has been widely applied in many applications. In the paper, we focus on two-dimensional
space and all techniques developed can be immediately applied to higher dimensional spaces. In our
work, we say a U-Quadtree [1] is optimal regarding the cost model if is minimized. In applying using
quad tree, it can be investigate how to efficiently construct the optimal U Quadtree regarding the cost
model so that the overall cost of the range search can be minimized.

Figure 2: U-Quadtree Structure Numbering
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Figure 3 : U-Quadtree Structure

Entry Index:
A tree used to keep entries of the objects in the secondary memory, where the key
of each entry is its cell id. Similar to, we assume the id of a cell is its Hilbert code[3] generated in a
recursive way such that the cells with close spatial proximity are likely to be allocated to the same or
adjacent pages in UQE[1]. Particularly, a leaf node of UQE is called the entry page[1] and f denotes
its capacity (i.e., the maximal number of entries in an entry page).
Range Query:
In Range Query[1] the lower and upper bounds must be derived for range search
following the filtering-and-verification. Retrieves a set of nonempty cells which are contained or
overlapped by range query. This can come up with the lower and upper bounds of the appearance
probabilities of the objects and the cost to compute lower and upper bounds of the appearance
probabilities.
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Figure 4: Range Query (Blue – Lower Bound, Yellow- Upper Bound)

Algorithm for Range Query
Input: UQ: the UQuad tree set region from U sets
rq: Range for Query
q : Threshold Value
Output: Set of items with Papp(U, rq )>= θ.
Step 1: Get the Region for Range Query
Step 2: Get the Threshold Value for Search
Step 3: Get Lower Bound (LB)
Step 4: Get Upper Bound (UB)
Step 5: Remove the items from UB having threshold < given value
Step 6: Get the items from LB having threshold Greater Than given value
Step 7: Get the items from remaining items of UB having threshold Greater Than given
value
Step 8: Return the items.
In above algorithm from the given range in step 3 and 4 lower bound and upper bound
is derived which will shorten the search area. Then n step no 5 only items whose PDFs is less than
the threshold value are omitted and from lower bound only those items whose PDFs is greater than
the threshold value are selected. Then in step 7 remaining items are checked for threshold value.
Then all selected items are returned.
Uncertain Range Query:
In some applications the range query may be uncertain. For instance, in the
location-based service a query point (e.g., a mobile device) may be represented by an uncertain
object Q due to the inaccuracy of the measurement. Then, the uncertain range query is represented by
an uncertain object Q, a query distance and a probabilistic threshold; that is, find the uncertain
objects whose appearance probabilities.
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Algorithm for Uncertain Range Query
Input: UQ: the UQuad tree set region from U sets
Q: Query Object
γ: Distance
θ: Threshold Value
Output: Set of items with Papp(U, Q, γ) >= θ.
Step 1: Get the Query Point Object for Query
Step 2: Get the Threshold Value for Search
Step 3: Get the Distance for Search
Step 4: Get the Cells (LB) with the range/distance
Step 5: Get items from above cells present within the range
Step 6: Calculate the PDFs of the items which we get from above step
Step 7: Get the items from Step6 having PDF >= θ
i.e. Papp(U, Q, γ)>= θ
Step 8: Return the qualified items.

In above algorithm instead of considering Range here Object and area is considered
around the selected object. In step 4 Lower Bound is defined and items are separated from above cell
in step 5. In step 6 PDF is calculated for the cell and then items are selected in step 7 and returned.
Nearest neighbor search:
Here a new KNN algorithm[1] based on the U-Quadtree. The essential idea is to
identify the promising objects based on the summaries of the objects, and then verify the candidates
by computing their exact expected ranks regarding the query point q. The computational cost is still
expensive if simply calculate the lower and upper bounds[1] of the expected ranks for each object
based on their summaries. In the following, a new KNN algorithm is considered which incrementally
extends the search region from the query point q to prune objects based on their summaries following
the filtering-and verification paradigm[4]. Particularly, two important pruning rules, namely
dominance-based pruning rule and rank based pruning rule, will be first introduced.
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Algorithm for KNN Search
Input: UQ: the UQuad tree set region from U sets
Q : Query Point
θ : Threshold Value
k : Number of items
d : distance for range
Output: Set of items with highest expected rank within the range.
Step 1: Get the Query Point Object for Query
Step 2: Get the Threshold Value, distance and value for k for Search
Step 3: Get the Cells (LB) with the range/distance
Step 4: Get the items from above cells present within the range
Step 5: Calculate the PDFs of the items which we get from above step
Step 6: Get the items from Step 6 having
PDF >= θ
Step 7: Get top k items from Step 6 having
PDF >= θ
Step 8: Return the qualified items.

In above algorithm Object is considered as query point. In step 3 cell is defined for
search which will reduce the search objects. Then n step 4 objects within the range are selected and
in next step 5 items are selected and in step 7 top k items are retuned.
IV. CONCLUSION
To address the uncertainty in various applications, an effective indexing technique is
developed to support range search on multidimensional uncertain objects. Initially given range is
divided into quad format form which U-Quad tree is generated which contains cellid and entry page
which gives fast searching of required items objects.
First range is captured using GPS device which further divided into quad format. Item
wise PDFs are calculated for each cell and further U-Quad tree is generated with PDFs. These PDFs
are used in range query. For range query lower and upper bound is calculated and also threshold
value is taken from user. For fast search initially items from lower bound are compared with
threshold value and those who PDF is greater than Threshold value selected. Then items from upper
bound having PDF value lower the threshold value is removed and remaining items are verified with
threshold value. Because of U-Quad tree searching becomes very fast for uncertain objects.
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